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BIRDS OF A FEATHER

Wikipedia: [A BoF is] an informal meeting 
at conferences, where the attendees 
group together based on a shared 
interest and carry out discussions 
without any pre-planned agenda.

● Connect & get to know each other

● Discuss common topics

● Identify options for future 
collaboration

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Birds_of_a_feather.jpg



LET’S INTRODUCE OURSELVES

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hello_my_name_is_sticker.svg

Your Company: Discrete Manufacturer, 
Process Industry, Automotive OEM, Tier 1 
Supplier, IT Vendor, ISV, Other…? 

Your main concern: R&D, Product 
Development, Production, Sales, 
Aftersales/Service, IT, Other…?

Geography/Country?



8 Years of “Software is eating the world”
What does it mean to think and act like a software company?

Improve Processes --- Improve Products --- Improve Experience --- New Products --- New Business Models

Connected
Mixed Reality

Predictive
Maintenance

Industry 4.0



Differentiation vs. Heavy lifting
“Boy, my new washing machine is great because it has been engineered 

on a Linux GPU cluster” … said no one ever 

We assert: 

There is plenty of not 
differentiating heavy lifting that 

needs to be done... 

...Collaboration and open 
source are ideal approaches for 

that.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3d/Iceberg_in_the_Arctic_with_its_underside_exposed.jpg

Stuff that 
customers 
see and 

value

Stuff that 
needs to be 

done



Reduce the maintenance burden

Buy / Standard SW Make / Custom Coding

Differentiating Apply it in a novel way, otherwise 
it is not differentiating

This is where you shine in front of 
your customers

Not 
differentiating

Why pay for licenses? Collaborate and reduce 
maintenance burden



What Open Source efforts are there today?

Eclipse
● openADx
● openPASS

openMDM
● openGENESIS
● ...

Linux Foundation
● Automotive 

Grade Linux

OSADL/SIL2LinuxMP

iot.eclipse.org
● Kura
● Kapua
● Hono
● …

ASAM.net
● OpenSCENARIO
● OpenDRIVE
● OpenCRG
● ...

Related to Manufacturing… which ones have you seen, heard of, are worth monitoring?

?



THE OPEN SOURCE MINDSET
Applied to Manufacturing Companies

What are roadblocks to open source usage and participation and how can they be addressed?

NIH

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/0e/Road_block.jpg

PFE
Not Invented Here Proudly Found Elsewhere



FINAL TASK

FILL IN EVALUATION FORM IN 
RED HAT SUMMIT APP

MOST APPRECIATED!





BIRDS OF A FEATHER
Every automotive and manufacturing company is a software company—but are all 

companies thinking and behaving like a software company? Are open source 
techniques being embraced and open mindsets applied to collaborate across the 

ecosystem? How is this being done today? How can it be done tomorrow?

New challenges in research and development and engineering, connected 
vehicles, cloud usage, customer journey, mobility services, and connected 

devices create new development approaches and workload demands. Open 
source as a collaborative approach is ideal to do undifferentiated heavy lifting, 

allowing companies to focus on truly differentiating services.

In this session, we'll discuss use cases and solution approaches and “wouldn’t it 
be great if …” scenarios. Regardless of which community you belong to (OEM, 
Tier 1, transportation services, hobbyist, IP attorney...)—please join. Join this 

Birds of a Feather session to collaborate the open source way and develop ideas 
for us to consider implementing within our respective enterprises.


